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Pakistan Engineering Council Visit CIIT Lahore Library

To give accreditation of CIIT's Electrical Engineering Program, Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) visited CIIT Lahore Library on December 4, 2013.

Library Incharge, Mr. Tariq Najmi welcomed the PEC team and gave briefing about library resources and services. They visited the library and checked hard bound books of electrical engineering department. They also visited the Digital Resources Sections and appreciated the online services provided by the library staff.

Warm Participation of CIIT Lahore in PLA International Conference 2013

Pakistan Library Association organized two days International Conference on "Champions of Libraries" from 16-17 Dec at University of the Punjab. Four library professionals from CIIT Lahore participated in the conference including Tariq Najmi, Muhammad Ishtiaq, NasiraMunir and Fatima Usman. Tariq Najmi also the chair the "Hall Management Committee" and presented his paper on "Searching skills of business students". The audience appreciated the paper and the way of presenting by Tariq Najmi.
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Child and Adolescent Clinical Psychopharmacology Made Simple  

Clinical Neuropsychology  

Democracy and Authoritarianism in South Asia  

Henry Kissinger  

Diplomacy  

Ethnicity and Nationalism  

Globalization  

Handbook of Clinical Psychopharmacology for Psychologists  

History of Psychology  

India and Pakistan  

History of Modern Experimental Psychology  

The India-Pakistan Military Standoff  

From James and Wardt to Cognitive Science  

A History of Modern Experimental Psychology  

Essential diagnostic & treatment information for:  

- Alzheimer’s  
- Bipolar disorders & depression  
- Anxiety disorders  
- Psychotic disorders  
- Autism spectrum disorders  
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Contents:

Focus Section

- CFO's Role in Strategic Planning by Masoud Ali Khan, FCMA, Page No 15.
- Role Pyramid of CFO – A Brief By Assad Mahmood, FCMA, Page No 17.
- CFO's Role in Startup Business / SMEs By Muhammad Akbar Qamar FCMA Page No 19.
- Challenges and Combating Shortcomings in Role of the CFOs By Nadeem Abbas, ACMA, Page No 23.
- Managing Relationship and Building Talent – CFO as a Business Partner By Rahim Merchant, ACMA, Page No 27.
- Value Creation for Shareholders and its Measurement – A Major Role of CFO by Danish Naeem, ACMA, Page No 29.
- The Evolving Role of Today's CFO by Selins Harrison Page No 32.
**Meritorious Article**


**Articles Section**

- The Evolving Role of Auditors and Auditor Reporting by Prof. AmoldSchilder, Chairman, IAASB. Page no, 41.
- Women Entrepreneurs by AkramKhatoon, Founding President, First Woman Bank Ltd. Page No 43.
- Inflation Challenge By HuzaimaBukhari and Dr. IkramulHaq. Page No 45.

**Update**

- Pakistan’s Economic Horizons Page No 47.
- Economic Indicators Page No 49.
- IFAC, IAASB, IPSASB, IESBA, FBR & SECP News

**Reader Comment**

- Letters to the Editor Page No 54.
Asian Economic and Financial Review
Vol. 3, Number 7, 2013

Contents:

Furniture Industry in Turkey Due To Product and Process Additional Work or the Scope of the Method
Author(s): Mehmet Colak, Tahsin Cetin, SametYilmaz, TalipYildiz, YilmazKorkmaz (pp. 817-830)

Willingness to Pay For the Treatment of Environmental Hazards: A Case Study of Peshawar
Author(s): Naeem Ur RehmanKhattak, Suleman Amin (pp. 831-842)

Telecomunications Market in a Small Economy: Is there a Need for Price Control?
Author(s): Mahendra Reddy (pp. 843-857)

Computer Simulation and Planning of the Company Profitability
Author(s): MeriBoshkoska, MilcoPrisaganec, VioletaPanovska (pp. 858-868)

Export Led Growth or Growth Led Export Hypothesis in India: Evidence Based on Time-Frequency Approach
Author(s): ArifBillah Dar, NiyatiBhanja, AmareshSamantaraya, Aviral Kumar Tiwari (pp. 869-880)

New Monetary Policies in Usury Free Banking
Author(s): Hamid Reza Izadi, Maryam Izadi (pp. 881-905)

Toward A Strong Chinese Economy
Author(s): Liang-Xin Li (pp. 906-912)

Enterprise Risk Management and Value Creation: Initial Findings amongst Non-Financial Public Listed Companies in Malaysian Bourse
Author(s): ZahiruddinGhazali, Norlida Abdul Manab (pp. 913-922)

Comparative Study between Malaysia and Nigeria Formal Low Cost Housing Policy Issues
Author(s): Mohammed YahayaUbale, David Martin, Seow Ta Wee (pp. 923-947)

Trade Flows and Exchange Rate Shocks in Nigeria: An Empirical Result
Author(s): David UMORU, Adaobi S. OSEME (pp. 948-977)
Asian Economic and Financial Review

Vol 3, ISSUE 8, 2013

Contents:

- The Path Dependence of Industry Structure Adjustment in Chongqing: Central Government Political Decision
  Author(s): Wei Liu, Ziwei Huang, Abdullah Muhammad Ibrahim (pp. 978-990)

- Perceived Loan Risk and Ex Post Default Outcome: Are The Banks’ Loan Screening Criteria Efficient?
  Author(s): C. Chris Ofonyelu, R. Santos Alimi (pp. 991-1002)

- Sustainability of Small and Medium Scale Enterprises in Rural Ghana: The Role of Microfinance Institutions
  Author(s): George Kwadwo Anane, Patrick Brandful Cobbinah, Job Kwame Manu (pp. 1003-1017)

- Efficiency of Moisture Stress Risk Coping Strategies in North Eastern Ethiopia: Application of Mean-Variance Efficiency Analysis
  Author(s): Girma T. Kassie, Debrah Maleni, Simon Gwara, Bezabih Emana (pp. 1018-1032)

- The Effects of Board Size and CEO Duality on Firms’ Capital Structure: A Study of Selected Listed Firms in Nigeria
  Author(s): Uwuigbe Olubukunola Ranti (pp. 1033-1043)

- Macroeconomic Variables and Stock Market Returns in Ghana: Any Causal Link?
  Author(s): Haruna Issahaku, Yazidu Ustarz, Paul Bata Domanban (pp. 1044-1062)

- Natural Resources, Conflict and Growth Nexus
  Author(s): Shahida Wizarat (pp. 1063-1082)
Contents of Journal

- Corporate Governance and Financial Reporting in the Nigerian Banking Sector: An Empirical Study
  Author(s): Lawrence Imeokparia (pp. 1083-1095)

- Moderating Effect on The Relationship Between A Company’s Life Cycle and the Relevance of Accounting Practices Intangible Assets Author(s): Mehrdad Salehi, Hashem Valipour, Javad Moradi (pp. 1096-1109)

- Agency Conflict and Corporate Dividend Policy Decisions Author(s): Nwidobie Barine Michael (pp. 1110-1121)
Journal of Asian Scientific Research
Volume: 3, Issue: 3 2013

Contents

- Harmonious Industrial Relations as a Panacea for Ailing Enterprises in Nigeria
  **Author(s):** OsamwnoyIfueroOsad, Ugiagbe Ernest Osas (pp. 229-246)

- Inverter Dead-Time Elimination for Reducing Harmonic Distortion and Improving Power Quality
  **Author(s):** R.Narmatha, T.Govindaraj (pp. 247-257)

- Design of Switched Reluctance Motor for Elevator Application
  **Author(s):** T. Dinesh Kumar, A. Nagarajan (pp. 258-267)

- The Time Variation of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Inoculation in Simultaneous Saccharification and Fermentation of Cocoa (Theobroma Cacao L.) Pod for Bioethanol Production
  **Author(s):** MohamadAgusSalim (pp. 268-274)

- Simulation Study for Electron Gun Using Simion Computer Program
  **Author(s):** M.M. Abdelrahman (pp. 275-285)

- Information and Communication Technologies ’ICTs’ in the Saudi Household
  **Author(s):** Muna D. Alsuraihi, Heba Omar Bashraheel (pp. 286-307)

- Etude Bathymetrique, Sedimentologique Et Environnement De Depots Des Sables Superficiels De La Lagune De Fresco (Zone Ouest Du Littoral Ivoirien)
  **Author(s):** Yao Alexis N’guessan, Kouassi Laurent Adopo, EtcheMireilleAmani, Kouakou Bruno Konan, MamadouToure, Sylvain Monde, KouameAka (pp. 308-320)

- Substation Protection and the Climatic Environment of Niger Delta
  **Author(s):** John TarilanyoAfa (pp. 321-327)

- Modelling Engineering Networks by Using Nodal and Mesh Incidence Matrices
  **Author(s):** (pp. 328-336)
  Joint Distribution of Minimum of N iid Exponential Random Variables and Poisson Marginal
  **Author(s):** Ali Hussein Mahmood Al-Obaidi (pp. 337-343).
Journal of Asian Scientific Research
Volume: 3, Issue: 4, 2013

Contents:

- **Modeling of Groundwater Flow and Drawdown Evolution Simulation of Abidjan Aquifer (Cote D'ivoire)**
  *Author(s):* KouameKan Jean, Jourda Jean Patrice, SaleyMahamanBachir, DehSergesKouakou, AnaniAbenanTawa, Leblanc Yves, Cloutier Vincent, Biemi Jean (pp. 344-364)

- **Cord Blood Oxidative Stress Markers Correlate With Birth and Placenta Weight**
  *Author(s):* Dolapo Pius OPARINDE, Daniel AdeboDeAdekanle, Adeniran Samuel ATIBA, AbolapeAyobolaIyanda, PatricTemiAdegun (pp. 365-372)

- **Gravitational Solar Energy Storage Case Study: Mosul Dam**
  *Author(s):* A. A. Azooz, W. U. Abid, S. A. Ibrahim (pp. 373-380)

- **Efficiency of Svm and Pca to Enhance Intrusion Detection System**
  *Author(s):* Soukaena Hassan Hashem (pp. 381-395)

- **Carbon Sequestration Rates in Van Panchayat Forests and Their Benefits under REDD**
  *Author(s):* Vardan Singh Rawat (pp. 396-402)

- **Cell Malignitation Associated To Chromosome Translocations. Clinical Manifestations in Two PediatricPatients 46, Xy, T(1;4)(Q11q11) and 46, Xy, T(6;9)(p21;Q34)**
  *Author(s):* Aparicio-Rodriguez JM, Hurtado-Hernandez MdL, Chatelain-Mercado S (pp. 403-416)

- **Nutrition Comparison Between Genus of Apple (MalusSylvestris and MalusDomestica) To Show Which Cultivar is Best for the Province of Balochistan**
  *Author(s):* Muhammad Aziz, M. Anwar, ZaheerUddin, HibaAmanat, HumaAyub, SaimaJadoon (pp. 417-424)
Contents:

- Antibacterial Screening of Crude Ethanolic Leaf Extracts of Four Medicinal Plants
  **Author(s):** Eze E A, Oruche N E, Onuora V. C, Eze C N (pp. 431-439)

- Empirical Investigation of Fixed and Dual Axis Sun Tracking Photovoltaic System Installations in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
  **Author(s):** Chiemeka Onyeka Okoye, Serkan Abbasoglu (pp. 440-453)

- Preparation, Crystal Structure and Characterization of Inorganic-Organic Hybrid Perovskite [NH3-(CH2)10-NH3] ZnCl4
  **Author(s):** K. ELMEBROUKI, M. KHECHOUBI, A. KAIBA, A. BELAARAJ, D. MONDIEIGc, P. NEGRIER (pp. 454-461)

- Impact of Smoking on the IL-1Β, IL-8, IL-10, IL-17 and TNF-α Production in Chronic Periodontitis Patients
  **Author(s):** Batool Hassan Al-Ghurabi (pp. 462-470)

- Calcite-Forming Bacteria Located in Limestone Area of Malaysia
  **Author(s):** T. Komala, Tan C. Khun (pp. 471-484)

- Saddle Point Approximation to Cumulative Distribution Function for Damage Process
  **Author(s):** AL MUTAIRI ALYA O., HENG CHIN LOW (pp. 485-492)

- A Rare Four Supernumerary Nostril: A Female Case Report at the Hospital Para El Nino Poblano, Mexico
  **Author(s):** Aparicio-Rodriguez J. M, Urzaiz E, Rodriguez-Peralta S, San Martin Brieke W, Zepeda-Olivera S, Chatelain-Mercado S (pp. 493-505)

- Geological Features and Geomechanical Properties of Building Stones Quarried in Sulaimani City, Kurdistan Region, Iraq
  **Author(s):** Heyam Saleh Daod, Kamal Ahmad Rasheed (pp. 506-516)

...
Agriculture:

Commodities up on local demand smuggling by mohiuddinAazim, Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013 Page 4

Potato crop delayed by climate change by AshfaqBokhari Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013 Page 4

No Change Expected in wheat support Price by AshfakBokhari Sources The Dawn Date December 09, 2013 Page No 04

Cotton crop misses target for sixth year I a row by Ahmad Faraz khan Source The Dawn Date December 23, 2013 Page 4

Cane Prices dip on rumours by Ahmad Faraz Khan Sources The Dawn Date December 30, 2013 Page 04.

Banking & Finance:

Islamic Banks feel heat of deposit rate hike by mohiuddinAazim Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013 page2.

Askari bank moves to liquidate toxic assets by Ali Raza Mehdi Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 02

Indian Banking licence loses its lustre by AnandKumer Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 05

Opportunities for Small Investors by MohiuddinAazim Source The Dawn Date December 9, 2013 Page 2.

For a few dollaars more by Khurram Husain Source The Dawn Date December 19, 2013 Page 09.

Business & Economics:

Growth in sales prop up earning by Ali Raza Mehdi Source The Dawn Date December 2,2013, Page 03.

Will tax relief trigger investment by Nasir Jamal Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 02.

Eying a window of opportunity by AfshanSubohi Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 01.

Education:

Need for creating a balance by Dr Hafiz Muhammad Iqbal Source The Dawn Date December 21, 2013, Page 10.

Let the buyer beware by MoezAllidina Source The Dawn Date December 15 , 2013, Page 09.

Education and Extremism by Muhammad Amir Rana Source The Dawn Date December 29 , 2013, Page 09.
The medium is not the message by Faiza AbdurRab Source The Dawn Date December 29, 2013, Page 10

Energy Crises:

Figure funding over outages, shortfall by Ahmad Afzal Khan Source The Dawn Date December 31, 2013.
Breakthrough in coal power by KhaleeqKiani Source The Dawn Date December 30, 2013. Page 01.
Gas Shortage cripples Indian Power Plants by AnandKhumar Sources The Dawn Date December 09, 2013, Page no 06.

International Relation:

While diplomacy dawdles by Michale & Julia Thompson Source The Dawn Date December 19, 2013 PageNo 09.
Punjab CMs set Pakistan India agenda by Jawed Naqvi Source The Dawn Date December 16, 2013, Page 1
Production of Improved version of JF-17 articraft Launched by BaqirSajjad Syed And Yaqoob Malik Source The Dawn Date December 19, 2013, Page No 03

Law:

Judging Chaudhry by Babar Sattar Source The Dawn Date December 09, 2013, Page 07
The Law must be wise by M.J. Akbar Source The Dawn Date December 15, 2013, Page 08

Politics/Democracy/Politicians

Latent radicals by Nadeem FParacha Source The Dawn Date December 1, 2013, Page 04.
Politics Revenge by MoonisAhmar Source The Dawn Date December 17, 2013, Page 09

Religion:

The Problem with codifying faith by Basil Nabi Malik Source The Dawn Date December 1, 2013, Page 09
The tripolar order by MunirAkram Source The Dawn Date December 22, 2013, Page 09.
Science & Technology:
Incompatible with technology by Shahidkardar Source The Dawn Date December 24, 2013, Page 09

Sports:
Nelson Mandela - the legendary politician who loved sports by Qamar Ahmad Source The Dawn Date December 07, 2013, Page 22
World of sports pays tributes to hero Mandela Source The Dawn Date December 07, 2013, Page 22

Tax:
Addressing tax evasion by M. Iqbal Patel Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 03
Incentive Package for taxpayers by Mubarak zeb Khan Source The Dawn Date December 2, 2013, Page 03
Wrong Taxation approach by ShahidKardar Source The Dawn Date December 10, 2013 Page 07.
Non Adjustable withholding tax by Bilal Hassan Sources The Dawn Date December 30, 2013, Page 02.

Trade:
Developing secondary by KhaleeqKiani Source The Dawn Date December 23, 2013, Page 02
Exports of fruit & vegetables increase since july by Aamirshafat khan Source The Dawn Date December 22, 2013, Page 10
Pressure mounts to settle trade row with Indonesia by Mubarak Zab Khan Source The Dawn Date December 24, 2013, Page 10
Upcoming less volatile asset class By Hussain Source The Dawn Date December 30, 2013 Page 01.
Surge in urea imports as domestic output falls by AshfakBokhari Source The Dawn Date December 30, 2013, Page 04.
Terrorism:

- Slow action on militancy by Muhammad Amir Rana Source The Dawn Date December 1, 2013, Page 09
- Lethargy is the response by Muhammad Amir Rana Source The Dawn Date December 15, 2013, Page 09
- Vicious Proposals by I.A. Rehman Source The Dawn Date December 19, 2013, Page 09
- Counterterrorism confusion by Tariq Khosa The Dawn Date, December 31, 2013 Page 09.
Most Discuse Topic of the Month

Govt to press five charges against Musharraf by KhaleeqKiani Source The Dawn Date December 09, 2013 Page 1

Musharraf’s treason case as trial venue still undecided by Malik Asad Source The Dawn Date December 10, 2013, Page 05

Musharraf Claims army support treason case Source The Dawn Date December 30, 2013, Page 01

Mushfaraf banks on army Chife backing Source The Dawn Date December 31, 2013, Page 05.

5 explosive devices found near Musharraf’s farmhouse Source The Dawn Date December 31, 2013, Page 04

Apologies in Public life by Arif Azad Source The Dawn Date December 31, 2013, Page 09
COMASATS Lahore Advertisements

- **COMSATS & NTS News Source**: Daily Ausaf, Date 19-12-2013, Page #8
- **Debate Society wins for CIIT Lahore at GIKI MUN ’13 CIIT Lahore Department of Humanities Date**: December 6, 2013
- **COMSATS Admission Spring 2014 Source**: Daily Express, Date 08-12-3013, Page 07.
- **Invitation of proposal for purchase of land at Lahore Source**: Daily Express, Date 14-12-2013 Page#06.
- **Debate Society triumphs at LUMS Model UN Source**: CIIT Lahore Department of Humanities Date December, 08 Page 3
- **Auction Notice Source**: Daily Dawn, Date: December, 28 Page 20
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